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��� Introduction

Successful application of agents �as of any technology� must reconcile two perspec�

tives� The researcher �exempli�ed in the preceding chapters� focuses on a particular

capability �e�g�� communication� planning� learning�� and seeks practical problems

to demonstrate the usefulness of this capability �and justify further funding�� The

industrial practitioner has a practical problem to solve� and cares much more about

the speed and cost�e�ectiveness of the solution than about its elegance or sophisti�

cation� This chapter attempts to bridge these perspectives� To the agent researcher�

it o�ers an overview of the kinds of problems that industrialists face� and some ex�

amples of agent technologies that have made their way into practical application�

To the industrialist� it explains why agents are not just the latest technical fad� but

a natural match to the characteristics of a broad class of real problems�

This chapter is both broader and narrower than its title suggests� It is broader be�

cause it includes selected development projects that are not yet industrial strength�

but embody industrially important concepts or are being conducted in a way likely

to lead to deployable technology� It is narrower in that it emphasizes agent appli�

cations in manufacturing and physical control over other �elded industrial applica�

tions such as Web�based information�gathering agents �	
�� Appendix G of 	�����

network management� or business planning agents �e�g�� the ADEPT project 	�
�

��� ��� ����� This focus has three motivations� I am better acquainted with the

domain of manufacturing and control� the problems of interfacing agents to the

environment are more challenging� and the evidence of success or failure is clearer

when a system must directly confront the laws of physics�

Section ��� describes the main industrial motivations for choosing an agent

architecture for a particular problem� Section ��� describes the concept of a system

life cycle� Section ��� and uses this concept to organize case studies of industrial

agent�based systems� and Section ��
 uses it to examine the process of constructing

an industrial system� Section ��� reviews some development tools that will hasten

deployment of agent technology in industry� Section ��� summarizes some basic
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insights�

��� Why Use DAI in Industry�

Agents are not a panacea for industrial software� Like any other technology� they are

best used for problems whose characteristics require their particular capabilities�

Agents are appropriate for applications that are modular� decentralized� changeable�

ill�structured� and complex 	���� In some cases� a problem may naturally exhibit

or lack these characteristics� but many industrial problems can be formulated in

di�erent ways� In these cases� attention to these characteristics during problem

formulation and analysis can yield a solution that is more robust and adaptable

than one supported by other technologies�

Modular� As de�ned in more detail in Chapter �� agents are pro�active objects�

and share the bene�ts of modularity enjoyed by object technology� They are best

suited to applications that fall into natural modules� An agent has its own set of

state variables� distinct from those of the environment� Some subset of the agent�s

state variables is coupled to some subset of the environment�s state variables to

provide input and output� An industrial entity is a good candidate for agent�hood

if it has a well�de�ned set of state variables that are distinct from those of its

environment� and if its interfaces with that environment can be clearly identi�ed�

The state�based view of the distinction between an agent and its environment

suggests that functional decompositions are less well suited to agent�based systems

than are physical decompositions� Functional decompositions tend to share many

state variables across di�erent functions� Separate agents must share many state

variables� leading to problems of consistency and unintended interaction� A physical

decomposition naturally de�nes distinct sets of state variables that can be managed

e�ciently by individual agents with limited interactions� The choice between func�

tional and physical decomposition is often up to the system analyst� Emphasizing

the physical dimension enables more modular software� Because the agent charac�

terizes a physical entity� that entity can be redeployed with minimal changes to the

agent�s code� As a result� the cost of software recon�guration drops dramatically�

and reusability increases�

Decentralized� An agent is more than an object it is a pro�active object� a

bounded process� It does not need to be invoked externally� but autonomously

monitors its own environment and takes action as it deems appropriate� This

characteristic of agents makes them particularly suited for applications that can be

decomposed into stand�alone processes� each capable of doing useful things without

continuous direction by some other process�

Many industrial processes can be organized in either a centralized or a decen�

tralized fashion� Centralized organizations go back to the imperial governments of

ancient Egypt� Assyria� China� and Babylon� with their focus on a central demigod
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and an elaborate bureaucracy to manage the �ow of control down and informa�

tion back up� The popularity of this structure can be traced through the army of

Alexander the Great� the Roman legions� and the rival empires of pre�modern Eu�

rope down to the structure of modern Fortune 
�� companies and industrial control

architectures 	���

There is an alternative approach� The power of decentralization has been made

clear in recent years in the contrast in performance between a centralized economic

system �the former Soviet Union� and a decentralized one �free�market capitalism��

In fact� a European observer suggests that one of the forces leading to the growing

popularity of multi�agent systems is �the rise of the American style of liberalism

and individualism� 	����

Modern industrial strategists seek to eliminate excessive layers of management

and push decision�making down to the very lowest level� and are developing the

vision of the �virtual enterprise�� formed for a particular market opportunity from

a collection of independent �rms with well�de�ned core competencies 	
��� It is

increasingly common for the manufacturer of a complex product to purchase half

or even more of the content in the product from other companies� For example�

an automotive manufacturer might buy seats from one company� brake systems

from another� air conditioning from a third� and electrical systems from a fourth�

and manufacture only the chassis� body� and powertrain in its own facilities� The

suppliers of major subsystems �such as seats� in turn purchase much of their

content from still other companies� As a result� the �production line� that turns

raw materials into a vehicle is a network� or �supply chain�� of many di�erent �rms�

Agent�based architectures are an ideal �t to such an organizational strategy�

Changeable�Agents are well suited to modular problems because they are objects�

They are well suited to decentralized problems because they are pro�active objects�

These two characteristics combine to make them especially valuable when a problem

is likely to change frequently� Modularity permits the system to be modi�ed one

piece at a time� Decentralization minimizes the impact that changing one module

has on the behavior of other modules�

Modularization alone is not su�cient to permit frequent changes� As Figure ���

suggests� in a system with a single thread of control� changes to a single module

can cause later modules� those it invokes� to malfunction�Decentralization decouples

the individual modules from one another� so that errors in one module impact only

those modules that interact with it� leaving the rest of the system una�ected� �The

original version of this �gure was created by Seiichi Yaskawa of Yaskawa Electric

Corporation� Tokyo� Japan� and is used with his kind permission��

From an industrial perspective� the ability to change a system quickly� frequently�

and without damaging side e�ects is increasingly important to competitiveness�

In manufacturing� the product that pleases the most customers has a tremendous

advantage� One of the most e�ective means to determine the features that customers

like is to turn out as many di�erent product variations as quickly as possible�
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Figure ��� Modularity � Decentralization � Changeability

sampling customer response and adjusting new o�erings accordingly� This strategy

is responsible for the precipitous drop in the time�to�market for many products�

The time from product concept to �rst production in automotive used to be ��

months� Now world�class performance requires �� months� and some vehicles have

been produced in even less time� Much of the cost of a new manufacturing facility

is in its software� Agent�based architectures permit reuse of much existing code and

self�con�guration of large portions of the system� reducing both the cost and the

time needed to bring up a new factory�

Ill�structured�An early deliverable in traditional systems design is an architecture

of the application� showing which entities interact with which other entities and

specifying the interfaces among them� For example� installation of a conventional

system for electronic data interchange �EDI� among trading partners requires

that one know the providers and consumers of the various goods and services

being traded� so that orders can be sent to the appropriate parties� Sometimes�

determining this information in advance is extremely di�cult or even impossible�

Consider an electronic system to support open trading� where orders are made

available to any quali�ed bidder� Requiring the system designer to specify the sender

and recipient of each transaction would quickly lead to �paralysis by analysis�� From

a traditional point of view� this application is ill structured� That is� not all of the

necessary structural information is available when the system is designed�

Agents naturally support such an application� The fundamental distinction in an

agent�s view of the world is between �self� and �environment�� �Self� is known and

predictable� while �environment� can change on its own within limits� Other agents

are part of this dynamic� changing environment� Depending on the complexity of

individual agents� they may or may not model one another explicitly� Instead of

specifying the individual entities to be interconnected and their interfaces with

one another� an agent�based design need identify only the classes of entities in

the system and their impact on the environment� Because each agent is designed to

interact with the environment rather than with speci�c other agents� it can interact
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appropriately with any other agent that modi�es the environment within the range

of variation with which other agents are prepared to deal�

Some applications are intrinsically under�speci�ed and thus ill structured� and

agents o�er the only realistic approach to managing them� Even where more detailed

structural information is available� the wiser course may be to pretend that it isn�t�

A system that is designed to a speci�c domain structure will require modi�cation

if that structure changes� Agent technology permits the analyst to design a system

to the classes that generate a given domain structure rather than to that structure

itself� thus extending the useful life of the resulting system and reducing the cost

of maintenance and recon�guration�

Complex� One measure of the complexity of a system is the number of di�erent

behaviors it must exhibit� For example� a manufacturing job shop might produce

a given part in several di�erent ways� depending on which machines are used and

in which order� The number of possible behaviors in this simple example depends

exponentially on the number of di�erent machines in the shop� For a shop with only

a few machines� one might code a separate subroutine for each possible routing� but

this approach quickly becomes prohibitive as the shop grows�

This example shows combinatorial complexity� The number of di�erent inter�

actions among a set of elements increases much faster than does the number of

elements in the set� By mapping individual agents to the interacting elements�

agent architectures can replace explicit coding of this large set of interactions with

generation of them at run�time� Consider ��� agents� each with ten behaviors� each

behavior requiring �� lines of code� The total amount of software that has to be

produced to instantiate this system is ������ lines of code� an extremely modest

undertaking� But the total number of behaviors in the repertoire of the resulting

system is on the order of ten for the �rst agent� times ten for the second� times ten

for the third� and so forth� or ������ an overwhelmingly large number� Naturally�

not all of these will be useful behaviors� and one can imagine pathological agent

designs in which none of the generated behaviors will be appropriate� However� ap�

propriately designed agent architectures can move the generation of combinatorial

behavior spaces from design�time to run�time� drastically reducing the amount of

software that must be generated and thus the cost of the system to be constructed�

Modi�cation of a system during its life can increase its complexity as well as

making it ill structured� By adopting an agent approach at the outset� systems

engineers can provide a much more robust and adaptable solution that will grow

naturally to meet business needs�

��� Overview of the Industrial Life�Cycle

Industrial people tend to view what they do in terms of a life cycle� made up of

a series of stages� requirements analysis� design� implementation and deployment�
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operation� logistics and maintenance� and decommissioning� Any industrial activity

follows such a pattern� whether it be building a product� putting in place the process

for making a product� supplying a service� or creating a piece of infrastructure�

The life cycle perspective raises two questions about industrial multi�agent

systems� First� to what stages in the life cycle of an industrial activity �say� an

automobile� have agents been applied� Second� since an industrial agent�based

system will itself be constructed according to a life cycle� what constraints does

the industrial environment place on each of the life�cycle phases of such a system�

In this exposition� the term �project� represents a speci�c system or activity�

Two projects are discussed� a physical system �a new automobile�� and a software

system �a new factory scheduling system�� Figure ��� shows how the physical system

bifurcates at the design phase into two systems� one concerned with the product

itself� the other concerned with the process that manufactures the product� A

generic life cycle has eight phases� some of which may not be appropriate in a

given project�

Requirements De�nition de�nes the set of needs or requirements that the

project must satisfy� The focus is on why an e�ort is needed in the �rst place�

not on what the project will do or how it will do it�

Physical� Market analysis reveals that we are losing sales to competitors who

are o�ering sport utility vehicles� a niche in which we currently have no product

o�ering�

Software� We have benchmarked our production facilities against world class

performance� and found that we are below the �
� level in every major category�

including throughput� machine utilization� order tardiness� and work�in�process

levels�

Positioning de�nes the project�s relationship to other projects in the enterprise�

This phase identi�es potential overlaps� synergies� or con�icts among di�erent

projects early enough that their impact can be managed�

Physical� Our current product divisions are luxury auto� economy auto� minivan�

and light truck� The minivan and light truck divisions seem the best candidates

to host the new o�ering� Further study shows that we are aiming for a consumer

market� not an industrial one� so the new vehicle is positioned as a new product

in the minivan division�

Software� Shop��oor control can be approached from the perspective either

of controls �a bottom�up view� or of manufacturing information systems �a

top�down view�� In our company� the information department is notoriously

insensitive to plant needs� and their data is usually wrong� so we have no

con�dence that a scheduling project that grows out of our existing information

systems will solve the requirements� However� the controls group has been

remarkably successful in solving a wide range of integration problems� so we
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Figure ��� The life cycle for physical products bifurcates�

will try to address our problems from the controls perspective�

Speci�cation spells out the functions that the project will support� The speci�

�cation tells what the project will do� but not how it does it� The functions in

a successful speci�cation will satisfy the needs identi�ed in Requirements De�ni�

tion and interface appropriately with other relevant components of the enterprise

identi�ed in Positioning�

Physical� We benchmark the performance of our competitors� o�erings to deter�

mine what customers do and do not like� and to identify features we can add to

di�erentiate our product in the marketplace� The result is a list of the features

and performance characteristics of the new vehicle�

Software� A collection of shop��oor war stories highlights a set of issues that

can explain the poor performance� including no way to schedule preventive
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maintenance �leading in turn to reduced maintenance and increased machine

failure�� operating policies that permit upstream workstations to produce parts

for which there is no downstream demand� release of jobs to the �oor before

both raw materials and tooling are available� and job classi�cations that prevent

operators from helping one another as demands shift across the factory�

Design maps the functions ��what�� identi�ed in Speci�cation to implementation

strategies that tell how the project will be executed to provide those functions�

Physical� The product engineering department develops a design for the new

vehicle� including chassis� seating system� powertrain� suspension� climate con�

trol� sound system� and beverage cooler� Concurrently� the process engineering

department designs the factory that will manufacture the new vehicle� At this

point the automotive project actually becomes two projects� one to produce the

vehicle� the other to produce the process that will make the vehicle�

Software� The manufacturing systems group decides to adopt an agent�based

approach to shop scheduling� It identi�es the classes of agents that will be

required� and re�nes these classes and their interactions through role�playing

and simulation�

Implementation is the phase of the life cycle in which the system is actually

constructed� If the project is an activity rather than a system� it may move directly

form Design to Commissioning without an intervening Implementation�

Physical �Process�� Purchasing negotiates contracts for the equipment needed

to construct the new vehicle� A plant is selected to house the new line� the old

equipment is removed� and the new equipment is installed�

Physical �Product�� Purchasing negotiates contracts for the raw materials and

preassembled subsystems that will be purchased from vendors

Software� The systems group codes the agents that will make up the new

scheduling system� The modular decentralized nature of agent�based software

makes it possible to extend some design activities� such as system simulation�

into implementation by running newly coded real agents against a simulation of

the part of the system not yet implemented� The emergent nature of agent�based

systems makes this approach necessary to avoid unexpected global behaviors�

In Commissioning� the project is placed into use� Commissioning usually includes

system shakedown� training activities� and transition of operations from previous

systems or methods�

Physical �Process�� The factory produces its �rst sports utility vehicle�

Physical �Product�� Each unit of the product is commissioned when a dealer

sells it to a customer�

Software� The scheduling agents are released onto the shop �oor�
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Operation maintains the project in regular productive use� It is during this phase

that the project actually satis�es the needs identi�ed during Requirements De��

nition� Operation includes three speci�c activities� routine operation� maintenance

and repair� and incremental upgrading� In the life cycle of a product� this phase

also includes customer support and maintenance�

Physical �Process�� The factory continues to produce vehicles�

Physical �Product�� The dealer network services the vehicles already in the �eld�

Software� The systems group adjusts the behavior of individual agents based on

feedback from the operators and changes in the �rm�s business environment�

Decommissioning removes the project from service� either because the needs it

satis�ed no longer exist or because a replacement project is about to be commis�

sioned� The growing importance of ecologically friendly or �green� manufacturing

is placing increasing emphasis on this phase as the point at which reuse or recycling

is applied�

Physical �Process�� After about ten years� this model is phased out� and the

factory and equipment that produced it are recon�gured for a new product�

Physical �Product�� Vehicles that have completed their useful life are recycled�

Software� Because the scheduling system is agent�based� there is no sharp line

when it is decommissioned as a system� Individual agents are replaced over the

years as equipment changes and new functionality is required� but the changes

are incremental�

��� Where in the Life Cycle are Agents Used�

In principle� agents can support many di�erent stages in the life cycle of a system

or product� For example� agents might help design a new vehicle� operate the plant

that manufactures it� and maintain it when it fails� This section begins by outlining

a series of questions that are useful in comparing di�erent agent applications� Then

it describes three areas in which agents have been used e�ectively� product design�

process operation at the planning and scheduling level� and process operation at

the lower level of real�time equipment control�

����� Questions that Matter

When comparing di�erent agent�based applications� some questions arise repeat�

edly� This section groups these questions in three categories� those that pertain to

individual agents� those that concern the communityof agents� and a single question

dealing with the maturity of the application�
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The building blocks of agent�based systems are the individual agents� Three

questions are important here� Chapter � explores a number of these details in greater

depth�

What in a system becomes an agent� Classical software engineering tech�

niques lead many systems designers toward �functional decomposition�� For ex�

ample� manufacturing information systems typically contain modules dedicated to

functions such as �scheduling�� �material management�� and �maintenance�� sug�

gesting that these functions should be assigned to distinct agents 	�� ���� The func�

tional approach is well suited to centralized systems� but unprecedented in naturally

occurring distributed systems� which divide agents on the basis of distinct entities

in the physical world rather than functional abstractions in the mind of the designer

	���� Experience with agent�based prototypes supports this principle� with two ex�

ceptions� Most industrial agent applications are additions to existing systems� and

functionally oriented legacy systems may be most easily attached by encapsulating

them as �functional� agents� A watchdog agent may usefully monitor the behavior

of a population of physical agents for important system states that local agents

cannot perceive�

How does each agent model the world� Any agent that functions in a

changing world must model that world internally 	���� However� agents di�er in

the sophistication of the knowledge representation and reasoning they use for

this task� Some agents model aspects of their world explicitly� so that they can

reason about the model� In other agents� these models are hard�wired and often

distributed throughout the agent�s architecture 	���� In addition to the implicit�

explicit distinction� agents di�er in the scope of what they model �for instance�

whether they individuate other agents or not� and whether they model the world

as it is now� or as the agent wishes the world to be� The BDI architecture discussed

in Chapter � recommends explicit models that include both the present �beliefs�

and the future �desires��

How are agents structured internally�The di�erent agents in a system may be

identical� heterogeneous� or sharing some common modules and di�ering in others�

They may or may not remember past states� and their internal code may or may

not change over time�

The next �ve questions have to do with the community that the agents form�

Chapter � discusses many of these issues in more detail�

How many agents are there� Both the number of di�erent agent species and the

total number of individual agents are important characteristics of a given system�

as well as whether the agent population can change while the system is running�

What communication channels do agents use� The channels through which

information moves from one agent to another can di�er in medium �the shared

physical environment vs� a digital network�� addressing �broadcast� subject�based�

agent�to�agent�� whether messages persist after being sent� and locality �whether
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agents need to move �close� to one another in order to exchange messages��

What communications protocols do agents use� A communications protocol

determines how conversations among agents are structured� Some agents simply

give orders to one another and expect them to be received� Others vote� negotiate�

or engage in more complex dialogues based on speech�act theory�

How is the con�guration of agents relative to one another established�

The con�guration of an agent community describes the immediate acquaintances

of each agent and the resulting topology over which information and material move

among them� This topology may be set in advance by the system implementer and

remain unchanged as the system operates� or the agents may be able to discover

new relationships and recon�gure themselves while running�

How do agents coordinate their actions� Agents are autonomous in that they

do not have to be invoked in order to execute� However� in a useful system they are

not anarchical� but coordinate with one another� In hierarchical coordination� com�

mands �ow down from higher levels and status information �ows back up� In egal�

itarian or heterarchical coordination 	���� coordination emerges from the dynamics

of agent interaction� through mechanisms such as dissipative �elds �currency�based

markets 	�
�� pheromones in insect societies� or constraint propagation�

The �nal question is 	How mature is the application�
 It is useful to distin�

guish six levels of maturity�

�� Modeled� The system exists as an architecture or a theoretical model�

�� Emulated� The system has been demonstrated against a simulation of its

intended domain environment�

�� Prototype� The system has been demonstrated on real domain hardware� but

in a controlled laboratory environment�

�� Pilot� The system has been demonstrated in a commercial environment�


� Production� The system is used in regular commercial practice�

�� Product� The system is sold and supported as a commercial product�

����� Agents in Product Design

Design systems help teams of designers� often in di�erent locations and working for

di�erent companies� to design the components and subsystems of a complex prod�

uct� using many di�erent analysis tools� As suppliers take increasing responsibility

for the detailed design of the subsystems they supply� design becomes increasingly

decentralized�

Designers begin with a picture of what is required but no details on how it

is to be produced� Often the �what� that is desired turns out to be prohibitively

expensive when the �how� is understood in more detail� leading to frequent changes

in the design� The more ambitious the product vision� the less well its structure
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Table ��� Design systems�

is understood at the outset� and the more valuable recon�gurable agents are to

represent the various components� designers� and tools� The increased complexity

embodied in modern products also favors the combinatorial bene�ts of an agent�

based system� State�of�the�art agent concepts have been demonstrated in three

design systems at the prototype level of maturity� Each of these systems decomposes

the world into agents in a di�erent way� as summarized in Table ����

RAPPID illustrates how agents can help human designers coordinate their work

more e�ectively� Figure ��� illustrates how di�erent people are responsible for the

components and subsystems that make up a product� Con�icts arise when di�erent

teams disagree on the relation between the characteristics of their own functional

pieces and the characteristics of the entire product� Some con�icts are within the

design team� How much of a mechanism�s total power budget should be available

to the sensor circuitry� and how much to the actuator� Other con�icts set design

against other manufacturing functions� How should one balance the functional

desirability of an unusual machined shape against the increased manufacturing

expense of creating that shape�

It is easy to represent how much a mechanism weighs or how much power it

consumes� but there is seldom a disciplined way to trade o� �say� weight and

power consumption against one another� The more characteristics are involved in

a design compromise� the more di�cult the trade�o� becomes� The problem is

the classic dilemma of multivariate optimization� Analytical solutions are available

only in specialized and limited niches� In current practice such trade�o�s are

sometimes supported by processes such as Quality Functional Deployment 	��� or

resolved politically� rather than in a way that optimizes the overall design and its

manufacturability� The problem is compounded when design teams are distributed

across di�erent companies�

RAPPID explores two innovative techniques for coordinating the actions of
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Figure ��� The RAPPID ecosystem includes both components and characteris�

tics�

di�erent agents �designers�� market dynamics and set�based reasoning 	��� ����

In RAPPID� designers buy and sell the various characteristics of a design� Each

characteristic agent is a computerized agent that maintains a marketplace in that

characteristic� In the current implementation� the agents representing components

are interfaces for human designers� who bid in these markets to buy and sell

units of the characteristics� A component that needs more latitude in a given

characteristic �say� more weight� can purchase increments of that characteristic from

another component� but may need to sell another characteristic to raise resources

for this purchase� In some cases� analytical models of the dependencies between

characteristics help designers estimate their relative costs� but even where such

models are clumsy or nonexistent� prices set in the marketplace de�ne the coupling

among characteristics�

To drive the design process toward convergence� RAPPID uses set�based reason�

ing� Most design in industry today follows a point�based approach� in which the

participating designers repeatedly propose speci�c solutions to their component or

subsystem� The chief engineer is expected to envision the �nal product at the out�

set� specifying to the designers what volume in design space it should occupy and

challenging them to �t something into that space� Inevitably� as illustrated in Fig�

ure ���� some of the chief engineer�s assumptions turn out to be wrong� requiring

designers to reconsider previous decisions and compromise the original vision� This

approach is analogous to constraint optimization by backtracking� Because mech�

anisms for disciplined backtracking are not well developed in design methodology�

this approach usually terminates through fatigue or the arrival of a critical market
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Figure ��� Point�based design requires backtracking�

Figure ��� Set�based design converges to the solution�

deadline� rather than through convergence to an optimal solution�

Toyota has pioneered another approach� set�based design 	���� In this approach�

illustrated in Figure ��
� the chief engineer�s task is not to guess the product�s lo�

cation in design space� but to guide the design team in a process of progressively

shrinking the design space until it collapses around the product� Each designer

shrinks the space of options for one component in concert with the other mem�

bers of the team� all the while communicating about their common dependencies�

This approach directly re�ects consistency algorithms for solving constraint prob�

lems� If the communications among team members are managed appropriately� the

shrinking design space drives the team to convergence�

Here is how RAPPID answers the questions introduced earlier in this section�

Agent Mapping and Modeling� Component agents are computer�assisted humans

and thus maintain extensive as�is and to�be models of the other agents and the

non�agented environment� Characteristic agents model the component agents that

have an interest in them� and use these models to recommend future action�

Agent Structure� Characteristic agents are structurally identical to one another�

Their code does not change over time� but they do aggregate information from

recent bids as a guide to future activity� Component agents vary as widely as the
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Table ��� Comparing planning and control�

humans they represent� If a component is to be selected from a catalog� RAPPID

provides a catalog module that automates much of the problem of selecting the

appropriate o�ering� and thus subsumes some of the functionality of ACDS� If a

component is to be designed from the ground up� the RAPPID interface hides the

idiosyncrasies of the various tools the human may use in the design process� and

thus subsumes some of the functionality of PACT�

Population� A realistic application of RAPPID will have one or two dozen com�

ponent agents and on the order of a hundred characteristic agents� In the current

implementation� agents are not created� destroyed� divided� or fused during opera�

tion� but as the system matures� designers will need a way to add both component

and characteristics agents to the community as a design is re�ned�

Communication Channels and Protocols� Agents communicate digitally� and cur�

rently use point addressing� Messages do not persist outside of agents� and agents

do not move over the network� RAPPID uses a �xed market protocol� but also

provides for the humans behind component agents to communicate directly with

one another using Standard Legacy�Oriented Work Habits �SLOWH mechanisms��

Con�guration� The initial con�guration of component agents and characteristic

agents is de�ned when the system is initialized� but component agents can engage

in markets for other characteristics as the system runs�

Coordination� RAPPID combines dissipative and constraint�based egalitarian co�

ordination�

Maturity� RAPPID has been piloted in the high�level design of a military vehicle

at the U�S� Army�s Tank and Automotive Command �TACOM� at Warren� MI�

����� Agents in Planning and Scheduling

Both this section and the next deal with the problem of monitoring a system�s tra�

jectory through state space over time and adjusting operating parameters to make

that trajectory satisfy some overall criterion� The di�erence between the two is one

of time constants and the kind of informationmanipulated� as summarized in Table

���� Planning and scheduling is longer�term� usually on a scale that humans can

handle� and involves the manipulation of concepts through semantically�grounded

symbols� Control handles the detailed real�time interface with the world� and usu�
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ally happens too fast for direct human supervision�

The fundamental challenge in applying agents to both planning and control is

satisfying a global criterion on the basis of parallel local decisions� In spite of the

natural bene�t that centralization has in dealing with control criteria� the cases in

these two sections show that many users have found agents an even better approach�

Operational systems must be maintained� and it is much easier and safer to main�

tain a set of well�bounded modules than to make changes to a large monolithic

program� The move toward supply chains means that the manufacturing system

is geographically distributed� and agent decentralization reduces communication

bottlenecks and permits local parts of the enterprise to continue operation during

temporary lapses in connectivity� Competitiveness increasingly depends on adjust�

ing a system�s operation frequently to track customer requirements� bene�ting from

the changeability of agent systems� The ability of agents to deal with ill�structured

systems is less important in the operation of an engineered system than in its de�

sign� However� the ability of agents to deal with dynamically changing structures

means that computers can now be applied to manage systems �such as networks of

trading partners� that formerly required extensive manual attention� The increased

complexity that agents can manage also extends the scope of operational problems

to which they can be applied�

Table ��� summarizes four examples of planning and scheduling systems� The

Daewoo scheduling system produced by Metra Corp� is a mature example �in

regular production use� of the most promising approach to agent�based scheduling

and control� It schedules the press shop at Daewoo Motors� integrated automobile

production facility in Korea�

Most of the exterior components of an automobile� and many structural compo�

nents as well� are manufactured by stamping sheet metal between shaped metal dies

in hydraulic presses exerting hundreds or thousands of tons of pressure� The pro�

cess of setting up and running such a press is daunting� Sheet metal arrives in coils

that must be unrolled and cut into blanks before being stamped� Di�erent parts re�

quire di�erent kinds of sheet metal� from di�erent coils� The dies weigh thousands of

pounds� and must be transported from a storage area and aligned precisely with the

press before parts can be made� Dies wear with use� requiring periodic refurbishing�

The type of part being produced �and thus the setup� must change frequently to

provide the vehicle assembly operation with the right components for the vehicles

currently being manufactured�

The Daewoo shop supplies all stamped body parts for �ve di�erent car models�

as well as parts for several o��site assembly plants� The shop operates three shifts

per day and produces more than 
�� di�erent parts� using more than ���� dies�

E�cient operation requires careful scheduling of the presses� sheet metal stock� and

dies�

Agent Mapping� Research on agent�based factory planning and scheduling di�ers

widely on what is represented as an agent� ISCM assigns an agent to each traditional
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Table ��� Planning and scheduling systems�

manufacturing function �such as Order Acquisition� Logistics� Scheduling� Resource

Management� Dispatching� Transportation� and Plant Management�� Evidence from

natural systems suggests that it may be more e�ective to assign agents to physical

entities in the system� Even here there is considerable variation� Agents have

represented levels in a hierarchical decomposition of the factory 	��� ��� ����

resources 	�� ��� ��� ���� and parts 	��� 
��� AARIA has developed a comprehensive

ontology� summarized in Figure ���� It includes both agents that persist from one

operation to another �such as part types� unit processes� and resources� and agents

with much shorter lifetime �including individual parts and engagements between a

unit process and the resources it requires�� In terms of this ontology� manufacturing

processes occur when the �ow of parts and the �ow of resources intersect at a unit

process�

Daewoo uses a subset of the AARIA ontology� Task agents �corresponding
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Figure ��	 AARIA agents represent entities in the shop�

to sets of unit processes� represent individual work orders� and resource agents

represent manufacturing resources such as machines� These domain�oriented agents

are clustered into communities� and each community has several service agents�

a bidding agent that handles all transactions among domain agents� a constraint

propagation agent that propagates task dependencies and does some constraint

satisfaction� and a meta agent that registers the skills of the domain agents in the

community�

Agent Modeling� Critical information in manufacturing is usually organized by

physical entities� Agents that represent these entities are the natural locus for

maintaining this information� At Daewoo a resource agent caches information

regarding previous bidding and the utilization of other compatible machines to

guide subsequent bidding in directions that maximize overall goals and minimize

later backtracking� In AARIA� resource agents also store maintenance and reliability

information� while part type agents model the supply and demand of their parts

over time� At Daewoo� each domain agent has a friend module in which it caches

information about its colleagues that it obtains in the course of interaction� Each

agent also has access to information about its community indirectly through the

meta agent� and directly through a community�wide blackboard� The community

information includes both present state and future objectives�

Agent Structure� All agents of a given class are the same� There are some shared

modules �e�g�� the friend module to store information about acquaintances�� Agents
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do not change as they run� but do maintain state information�

Population� The Daewoo application has �� machine agents and ��� task agents�

together with the community�s three service agents� Machine agents join the com�

munity when they are on�line and leave it when they go o��line� Task agents join

the community when they are released to the shop� and leave it when they are

completed�

Communication Channels� Agents communicate with one another electronically in

two ways� The meta�agent provides a publish and subscribe service that agents

can use to identify potential collaborators� Once one agent knows the identity of

another� it communicates directly on the basis of information it has cached in

its friend module� At Daewoo� messages do not persist� and agents do not travel�

AARIA does use traveling agents to model parts as they move between part type

agents and unit processes� and engagements as they move between resources and

unit processes�

Communication Protocols� Daewoo uses a contract net negotiation protocol�

Con�guration� Relations among agents are de�ned dynamically as a result of

negotiation�

Coordination� The bidding process propagates constraints among the agents� Mar�

ket interactions among agents generate a dissipative �ow of currency to which the

agents orient themselves� making e�cient use of scarce resources�

Maturity� This system is in production use at Daewoo Motors in Korea�

����� Agents in Real�Time Control

Control systems operate faster and with more semantically constrained information

than do planning and scheduling systems� They must provide real�time response�

which is discussed further in Chapter ���

Current technology for industrial process control o�ers many examples of coor�

dinated pro�active objects that can usefully be viewed as agent�based systems� A

typical chemical plant contains hundreds of PID control loops� PID stands for �pro�

portional� integral� derivative�� and describes the three functions that the agent can

apply to the stream of data from a sensor� Each loop is a separate computer that

adjusts some actuator as a function of various sensors� Because the action of one

such loop changes physical quantities that will a�ect the behavior of other loops in

the system� these loops can be viewed as �analog� agents that communicate through

a shared environment� Table ��� summarizes six control systems that use digital

agents�

The Zone Logic system applies agents to real�time control� Complicated manu�

factured parts such as engine blocks are often manufactured on a machine called

a transfer line� Such a machine moves workpieces sequentially through a series of

stations� At each position� individual mechanisms perform some speci�c task� For
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Table ��� Real�time control systems�

example� the �rst station might bore a hole� the second might thread the hole� and

the third might screw a hardened insert into the threaded hole�

A transfer line permits higher processing rates than discrete machines served

by separate material transport systems� It contains a large number of mechanisms

that must be controlled and coordinated� A typical transfer line may be a hundred

meters long and contain dozens of stations with hundreds of mechanisms and more

than �
�� degrees of freedom in movement overall� Traditional control schemes for

such systems require the software engineer to understand the relations among all

these mechanisms� When the system fails� identifying the responsible mechanism

and the reason for the failure can be very time consuming� As a result� transfer

lines often are down for maintenance more than half of the time� When the system

is restarted after a failure� the various stations must be reset to a standard initial

state� often requiring the scrapping or manual reprocessing of parts in process at the

time of the failure� Because of the complex interactions among their mechanisms�

transfer lines are notoriously di�cult to keep operating� In many environments� 
��

productivity is the most that can be achieved� By giving mechanisms autonomy� a
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Table ��� Rules for Zone Logic slide agent�

Zone Logic�controlled machine can readily achieve ��� productivity�

Agent Mapping� Zone Logic makes each mechanism in the transfer line �e�g�� clamp�

slide� transfer bar� probe� an agent that expects a certain range of conditions and

knows what to do in each� This same mapping of agents onto basic physical entities

in the control system is a common strategy for agent�based control� and appears

also in AMROSE �where each link in a segmented robot arm is an agent�� the

GM Paint Booth system� and Xerox PARC�s market�based climate control� These

�ne�grained agents that represent physical entities contrast with coarse�grained

functional agents in the ARCHON and ADS systems� ADS is an older system�

and probably owes its functional orientation to traditional methods of software

design� ARCHON�s functional structure re�ects its mission to integrate pre�existing

functional expert systems� In both cases� the functional approach re�ects the

transition from traditional software architectures� while physical decomposition

seems to be the most direct approach to a new design�

Agent Modeling and Structure� Each mechanism maintains a rule base listing the

state conditions it recognizes and what action it should take in each case� illustrated

in Table ��
� There are no explicit models of other agents and no explicit goals� For

example� a slide mechanism includes two power switches �one to energize the motor

that advances the slide� another to energize the motor that returns it� and two

limit switches �one at the fully advanced position� the other at the fully returned

position�� The slide�s state space thus includes �� � �� possible states� only nine of

which are physically possible� The other seven states re�ect an error condition� For

example� if both motors are energized or both limit switches are on� the mechanism

has entered an error state and requires attention from an operator� For each allowed

state or �zone�� the mechanism�s rule table lists the maximum amount of time the
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mechanism can spend in that zone and the allowable next zones it can enter� If

the mechanism exhausts its time in a zone or if one of its state variables changes�

it searches the list of next zones for one that it can enter by changing an output

variable �e�g�� actuating a motor�� and makes the transition� If no speci�ed next

zone is accessible� it enters the error state and requests operator attention�

For example� if the slide is Advancing from Returned �state ��� the Returned

limit switch should go o� within one second� If it does not� the mechanism enters

the error state and turns o� both motors� Otherwise� it should next be found either

in state � �Advancing Between� or state � �Returned�� in case the advance motor

shuts o� before the slide leaves the Returned limit switch�� and any other state

defaults to Error�

Population� Each mechanism has its own agent� so a typical transfer line consists

of hundreds of agents�

Communication Channels� Zone Logic agents communicate both physically and

electronically� Individual mechanisms use physical sensors to determine the state

and location of the part� thus adapting their behavior to what did or did not

happen at earlier stations� Point�to�point non�persistent electronic communication

between mechanisms guards against interference between mechanisms that may

need access to the same physical space� The preferred design for agent�based control

is to maximize interaction through the physical environment and minimize such

explicitly coded dependencies between mechanisms� because explicit linkages make

systems susceptible to failure when one mechanism is modi�ed� Zone Logic agents

are assigned to speci�c physical mechanisms installed at �xed locations on the line�

and so do not need to migrate over a network�

Communication Protocols� Agent interaction in Zone Logic is directive� Both sensor

information and interference signals are conditions in agent rules that lead reac�

tively to action� Reactive protocols are especially well suited to low�level control

environments� in which the digital logic must keep pace with physical events in

the real world� At higher levels of control� exempli�ed by ARCHON� more complex

protocols are useful�

Con�guration� Agents are assigned to mechanisms when the transfer line is con�

structed� Which agents are active on a given part depends on an electronic process�

ing �le that accompanies the part through the system�

Coordination� one Logic agents coordinate their activity by propagating constraints�

Market mechanisms are another candidate for real�time control� as seen in the Xerox

market�based climate�control system�

Maturity� Zone Logic is deployed as a commercial product in several automotive

manufacturing facilities�
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��	 How does Industry Constrain the Life Cycle of an Agent�Based System�

The industrial life cycle poses restrictions and constraints on developing an agent�

based system that are not present in most research environments� The cases in this

section deal more with the tools and techniques used in constructing agent�based

systems and less with the characteristics of the agent�based systems themselves�

The role of tools and methods de�nes an important distinction between industrial

and academic projects� Academic laboratories often construct their own tools and

methods� for two reasons�

�� Tools and methods may not exist to meet the challenges they explore�

�� Their educational mission is advanced by having students design and build

tools�

In an industrial setting� a technology without supporting tools and methods has

little hope of deployment� again for two reasons�

�� An industrial system is a means to an end� not an end in itself� and will be

approved only if the �rm can estimate its cost in advance and justify that cost

against expected bene�ts� Well�de�ned tools and methods are the cornerstone

of such a cost justi�cation exercise�

�� The designers and implementers of industrial systems are �rst of all experts

in the problems these systems are intended to solve� not in agent�based

technology� and rely on tools and methods that package best practice in a

way that they can use without becoming agent experts�

���� Requirements� Positioning� and Speci�cation

The classical view of these phases of the life cycle is that they concern only why a

system is needed and what it must do� not how its objectives are accomplished� On

this view� the fact that the system will be implemented with agents is irrelevant�

and �rms should feel comfortable using traditional techniques for these phases�

Thus little thought has been given to agent�speci�c mechanisms� Two caveats are

in order�

�� Agents permit application of computers to highly�distributed� ill�structured

problems that previously would not have been candidates for automation�

Requirements can now be drafted for problems that would not have been

addressed before� Engineers need to understand the bene�ts of agent�based

systems over centralized monolithic systems� at least at a high level� to

appreciate what kinds of problems such systems can address�

�� Agents establish a new paradigm for human�computer interaction that is less

like the traditional master�slave relationship and more like a partnership� As
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a result� the kinds of system�level behaviors that need to be speci�ed will

look more like speci�cations for a business process among people than does a

traditional information system speci�cation�

System behavior is one issue that needs to be determined in the requirements and

speci�cation phase� Others include interface constraints� performance constraints�

operating constraints� life�cycle constraints �e�g�� maintainability�� economic con�

straints� and political constraints 	���� A complete design method for agent�based

systems must take account of all these issues� This chapter focuses on the require�

ments that concern the behavior of the system�

At a high level� desired system behavior may be of several kinds� The system

may maintain some set of state variables in a speci�ed relationship with one

another� thus exhibiting homeostasis� The systemmay be a transducer that converts

speci�ed stimuli into corresponding responses� Or the system may learn over time

in response to its experience� At least two criteria are involved in a good behavioral

speci�cation�

It should be speci�c enough to know if it has been achieved� A qualitative

speci�cation is usually adequate for role�playing� but we need a quantitative

one to support simulation� For example� in a process control environment�

�homeostasis� by itself is too vague� �Balance temperature and pressure� is

OK for role�playing� Simulation requires specifying the quantitative link desired

between pressure and temperature�

It should be amenable to solution by architectural decisions� For example� the

behavior �Have tooling available when needed� might be satis�ed better by

buying more tools than by expecting magic from agents� A better speci�cation

might be �Get high�value parts through the system �rst�� �Identify relative

scarcity of tool types�� or �Reduce overall tool idleness��

The design team needs a concise statement of the problem to be solved and the

constraints that must be observed� For example�

What is the desired overall system behavior�

What can be varied in the e�ort to achieve this behavior�

What must not be touched�

What approach is currently taken to solving the problem�

Why is a new solution being contemplated� �Are there obvious shortcomings of

the current solution� Is a change needed that is beyond the scope of the current

solution��

These questions are not exhaustive� but illustrate the kind of information that the

requirements and speci�cation process should produce�
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Table ��	 What needs to be designed�

���� Design� The Conceptual Context

Design of an engineered artifact �such as an agent�based system� is a process

that takes place within a conceptual context � In the agent research community�

the �conceptual context� is often called an �agent architecture�� and this subject

has received considerable attention� Relatively less attention has been paid to the

important question of the processes that designers go through� Industrial users will

use agents more readily if basic principles and guidelines are available in both areas�

There is growing agreement among agent researchers on the set of issues that

need to be resolved in order to design an agent�based system� Chapters � and �

summarize a number of these� The common insight of all these proposals is that

design must address both the individual agent and the community of which it is

a part� Table ��� summarizes the various subcategories distinguished by one or

another of these approaches�

���� Design� The Process

An iterative re�nement approach is useful in designing agent�based systems 	�
��

The four stages outlined in Table ��� lead from a rough initial sketch of the

community and its interactions to the point that software engineers can begin

implementation� The stages are not strictly linear� Role�playing may show the need

to rethink what agents are needed and what they should do individually formal

analysis may uncover a need for a revised organizational structure that requires

more role�playing and implementation design may raise further questions that

require additional simulation� Still� there is a rough time ordering of these activities�

in that conceptual analysis is the �rst to begin and implementation design is the

last to complete�

Conceptual Analysis

The speci�cation phase has de�ned what the system as a whole will do� Conceptual

analysis gives an initial vision of what agents will be involved and how they will

behave�

One widely�used technique for identifying objects in an object�oriented systems
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Table ��
 Stages in designing multi�agent systems�

analysis 	��� is to extract the nouns from a narrative description of the desired

system behavior� A re�nement of this approach is based on linguistic case theory

	��� ��� ���� Each verb has a set of named slots that can be �lled by other items�

typically nouns� Each slot describes the semantic role of its �ller with respect to

the verb� Thus the case role of a noun captures basic behavioral di�erences among

entities in the domain� and is a candidate for an agent class�

To complete the preliminary decomposition� these categories are reviewed and

possibly revised against overall system requirements and general principles of agent�

based systems� Naturally occurring agent systems have proven remarkably robust

and adaptable� and suggest a set of useful engineering principles 	����

Thing vs� Function� This chapter has repeatedly emphasized the natural prece�

dents and practical bene�ts of physical rather than functional decomposition in

agent�based systems� In most cases� deriving agents from the nouns in a narrative

description of the problem to be solved yields things rather than functions� Legacy

systems and watchdogs �agents that monitor the overall system for emergent be�

haviors� are two exceptions to this principle�

Small in Size� Natural systems like insect colonies and market economies are

characterized by many agents� each small in comparison with the whole system�

Such agents are easier to construct and understand than large ones� and the impact
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of the failure of any single agent will be minimal� In addition� a large population of

agents gives the system a richer overall space of possible behaviors� �Very roughly�

system state space is exponential in the number of agents�� The same bene�ts apply

to arti�cial systems� Keeping agents small often means favoring specialized agents

over more general ones� using appropriate aggregation techniques� For example�

rather than writing a single agent to represent a complete manufacturing cell�

consider an agent for each mechanism in the cell �e�g�� one for the �xture� one

for the tool� one for the load�unload mechanism� one for the gauging station��

Decentralized�Natural systems are not centralized as arti�cial systems often are�

There are several reasons for imitating this tendency� A central agent is a single

point of failure that makes the system vulnerable to accident� It can easily become

a performance bottleneck� More subtly� it tends to attract functionality and code

as the system develops� pulling the design away from the bene�ts of agents and

regressing to a large software artifact that is di�cult to understand and maintain�

Centralization can sometimes creep in when designers confuse a class of agents with

individual agents� For example� one might be tempted to represent a bank of paint

booths as �the paint agent�� because �they all do the same thing�� Certainly� one

would develop a single class for paint�booth agents� but each paint booth should

be a separate instance of that class�

Diversity and Generalization� Natural communities of agents balance diversity

�which enables them to monitor an environment much larger than any single agent�

with generalized mechanisms �enhancing their interaction with one another and

reducing the need for task�speci�c processing�� For example� pheromones enable

insects not only to map out paths to food sources� but also to coordinate nest

construction� Conventional class inheritance mechanisms support generalization

across agents� but the hard part is identifying appropriate generalizations in the

�rst place� Early designs typically multiply di�erences among agents� while later

re�nements make more e�ective use of inheritance�

With a candidate set of agents in hand� the next step is to hypothesize their

individual behaviors and the classes of messages they can exchange� keeping in

mind the desired overall system behavior� This process is intuitive� not algorithmic�

Some behaviors may be obvious� but there will always be subsystems where only

simulation of example agent behaviors ��rst in role�playing� later on a computer�

can verify the right behaviors� At this point� the main concern is to identify the

decisions each agent needs to make and the other agents with which it needs to

make them rather than on the details of each agent�s internal reasoning� Again�

principles observed in naturally occurring systems help evaluate candidate agent

dynamics and interactions�

Concurrent Planning and Execution� Traditional systems alternate planning

and execution� For example� a �rm develops a schedule each night for its manu�

facturing operations the next day� The real world tends to change in ways that

invalidate advance plans� Natural systems do not plan in advance� but adjust their
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operations on a time scale comparable to the environment�s rate of change� Watch

out for behaviors that involve extensive up�front planning�

Currency� Naturally occurring multi�agent systems often use a �ow �eld� such

as the �ow of money in a market economy and the evaporation of pheromones in

insect communities� These mechanisms accomplish two purposes� They provide an

�entropy leak� that permits self�organization �reduction of entropy� at the macro

level without violating the second law of thermodynamics overall� and they generate

a gradient �eld that agents perceive and reinforce and to which they can orient

their actions� thus becoming more organized 	
���Wherever possible� arti�cial agent

communities should include such a �ow�

Local Communication�Agents need to limit the recipients of their messages 	����

Wherever possible� instead of �broadcast X�� de�ne more precisely the audience

that needs to receive the message�

Information Sharing� Agents often need to share information across both time

and space� ��Learning� thus becomes a special case of information sharing�� Phylo�

genetic learning is not nearly as demanding as the ontogenetic mechanisms devel�

oped in classical AI� and sociogenetic mechanisms can be even simpler

Role�Playing

With agents identi�ed and tentative behaviors described� the emergent behavior of

selected subsystems can be explored by having people play the roles of the various

agents� Such a rehearsal does not show the full dynamic behavior expected from

a complete population of agents operating at computer speed� but does validate

the basic behaviors needed and provides a basis for de�ning some internal details

of computerized agents� Where computer agents supplement the activity of human

operators� the role�playing exercise also helps capture the techniques� knowledge�

and rules that the humans have been using to ensure that the computer agent

augments this behavior appropriately 	���

Many of the individual behaviors for most of the agents will be fairly obvious�

This situation is fortunate� since role�playing a complete system as small as 
� or

��� agents can be slow� tedious� and inconclusive� To explore the emergent behaviors

of the system in regions that are not obvious� analysis focuses on subsystems of a

dozen or so agents where there are signi�cant questions about the match between

individual and system behaviors�

Role�playing requires both identi�ed subsystems and several scripts of the desired

system behavior� For example� role�playing a system with homeostasis requires a

list of the state variables that can independently change� the range of variation that

they can expect� and the corresponding corrections needed in other variables� These

scripts guide the role�playing activities� Because of the time and e�ort constraints

of role�playing� they will sample the overall space of desired system behaviors only
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sparsely� and should be chosen to explore widely separated regions of this space�

A separate person should represent each agent in the subsystem identi�ed in

the conceptual analysis phase� When there are many more agents than people

available� a single person may handle a complete class of agents� In this case one

must distinguish carefully between the behavior of the agent class and what a single

agent of that class can know� Agents� even those of the same class� do not have direct

access to one another�s variables� and people representing them in a role�play need

to be careful not to �leak� information among them�

The environment in which agents live is not necessarily passive� but may have

state and processes associated with it� In addition to the agents proposed for the

system being engineered �the �system agents��� someone should play the role of

the environment� This person raises external conditions as called for in the script�

receives actuator outputs from the system agents� and integrates these outputs

into their overall e�ect on the environment� thus monitoring the system�s ability to

achieve the required changes� The facilitator can represent a simple environment�

When the environment is more complicated� its representative may need to do more

extensive reasoning� and should be separate from the facilitator�

The primary responsibility of participants in role�playing is to �gure out the

rules that should guide the behavior of the agent for which they are responsible�

The structure of the conversation among agents will emerge naturally from the

interaction� and can be retrieved by post�hoc analysis� but the internal rules need

to be developed by the participants themselves� A stochastic process �such as rolling

a die or �ipping a coin� is used to choose among internal agent decisions that later

will be the subject of detailed computation� �By treating a penny� a dime� a nickel�

and a quarter as successively higher bit positions� up to �� alternatives can be

represented��

All actions among role�players are recorded for later analysis� These actions may

be either speech acts �messages to other agents� or non�speech acts �in�uences on

the environment�� The agents record these actions on cards that are then given to

the participant representing the receiving agent �for a message� or the environment

�for a physical action�� Each card records �ve pieces of information� in addition to

the actual content of the message�

�� The identity of the sending agent

�� The identity of the receiving agent

�� The time the card is sent

�� The identity of the agent whose card stimulated this one


� The time that the card stimulating this one was sent

This information enables reconstruction of the thread of conversation among the

agents� The time entries capture the order in which messages are generated� Ideally�

one could assign a unique sequence number to all cards� but the task of maintaining
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such a number across all participants is burdensome and prone to error� By placing

a digital desk clock in full view� it is easy to maintain an unambiguous ordering of

the cards�

A facilitator who is not one of the agents oversees the execution of each script�

There are three phases in this responsibility�

�� Initiate� The facilitator announces that a new script is starting� If the facili�

tator and environment are not the same person� the facilitator makes sure the

correct script drives the environment�

�� Run� While the participants are running the script� the facilitator carries

message cards between agents� watches for possible cross�talk ��Isn�t your

action based partly on what B said a few moments ago to C� Should you have

been included on the distribution for that message���� and �if also serving as

the environment� simulates exogenous inputs to the system and accounts for

the e�ect of outputs�

�� Debrief� After completing a script� the facilitator helps participants synthesize

important conclusions from the session� For example� What operational deci�

sions could not be resolved locally� What state information does each agent

need to maintain� How complex do agents need to be� Are participants con�

scious of internal state shifts�

Enhanced Dooley Graphs 	��� can help analyze conversations in agent�based

systems� Each node in the graph represents an agent in a role� A given agent may

appear at di�erent nodes if it changes roles in the course of the conversation� These

roles suggest units of behavior that can often be reused across an agent community�

Thus they provide a �rst�level decomposition of individual agents into behaviors�

and guide the initial coding of the system�

Formal Analysis

Brainstorming and role�playing are �exible� creative ways to explore possible agent

designs� but their results need to be checked more formally before implementation

begins� Two important tools are formal modeling and simulation� With a rudimen�

tary design in place� a logician can develop a formal model of the individual agents

and their interactions over time� Logical manipulation of this model can then test

for consistency and completeness against project requirements� The research pro�

gram of the DESIRE team 	��� is one example among many of this approach� Like

the �correctness proof� approach to program development� formal analysis of an

agent design is complex and expensive� and should be used selectively� Simulation

is a more broadly used tool� and a more necessary one� It enables the designer to

observe and evaluate the emergent behavior of the entire community� and to test

how the behavior seen in a role�play scales up to a full population� The growing ac�

ceptance of genetic methods in industry opens the door for using simulation to grow

agents� avoiding the need to program them manually� The code of the simulated
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agents can serve as a detailed design for the �nal implementation�

Implementation Design

In preparation for implementation� the designer selects the deployment platforms

and tools that will be used in the �elded system� Sometimes these choices are known

at the outset� In other cases� the results of the earlier steps of design may guide

implementation design� as when simulation studies show that the required level of

performance requires agents to execute on separate processors�

���� System Implementation

The various tools described in this section vary widely in their functionality and

capabilities� Often the tool needed for a given application will depend on the details

of the design that has been developed using the methods of the last section�

Hardware

General�purpose computers dominate agent research� but many industrial applica�

tions are better served by parallel architectures that can assign a single processor

to each agent� Such an architecture supports real�time control applications much

better than do general�purpose operating systems such as UNIX or Windows� and

most of the examples here permit processors to be distributed physically so that

software agents can be embedded in physical devices�

The simplest products in this category are single�chip or single�board microcom�

puters� such as the Basic Stamp 	��� or Z�World�s C�based o�erings 	���� with a

dozen or so I O points and a supporting PC�based development environment� Such

platforms require additional peripheral support for inter�agent communication over

any signi�cant distance� The next level of sophistication is represented by LonWorks

	���� which is built around a single�chip computer that includes LonTalk� a com�

plete ��layer OSI protocol� The product line includes a wide variety of transceivers

for a variety of interconnections among individual chips� and interfaces to other

networks�

An example of the high end of dedicated agent hardware for industrial appli�

cations is the Flavors PIM �Parallel Inference Machine� 	�
�� a centralized parallel

computer that is available either as a board for a Macintosh with four powerPC���e

processors� or in a VME format with up to ��
 ����� processors� Each processor

supports ��
 virtual �cells� or virtual processors� in a real�time operating environ�

ment�
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Standards

Broadly accepted standards bring users and developers together into a critical mass�

If the requirements of various users di�er widely from one another� developers will

not have a large enough market for any single technology to justify the expense

of bringing it to commercial status� If the o�erings of di�erent developers do not

work together� users will not be able to assemble the full suite of tools that they

require� To the extent that agent standards agree with standards currently deployed

in the pre�agent environment� they enable incremental introduction of agents� an

approach that is less painful and more likely to be accepted by management than

requiring a wholesale redesign of the factory to accommodate agents�

Two organizations are devoted speci�cally to the de�nition and promulgation of

standards for agent�based systems� The National Industrial Information Infrastruc�

ture Protocols program �NIIIP� 	
�� is a consortium of U�S� companies addressing

the problem of enabling manufacturers and their suppliers to interoperate as e�ec�

tively as if they were part of the same enterprise� FIPA 	���� the Foundation for

Intelligent Physical Agents� is a world�wide consortium devoted to agent standards

in general�

Commercial developers of agent tools draw on a wide variety of standards for

distributed systems and networking� The following examples begin with the lowest

levels of agent communication and extending to the high�level de�nition of agent

behavior�

Physically moving bytes around can be a problem in an industrial environ�

ment� Electromagnetic interference from arc welders� induction furnaces� and motor

starters can overwhelm many network structures that are completely adequate for

laboratory work� Until recently� industrial control relied on point�to�point wiring

of I O between a controller and the devices being controlled� with separate con�

ductors for each device� Control�area networks such as DeviceNet 	��� replace these

unwieldy tangles with multiplexed communications� and are engineered to cope

with potential interference�

Once an electronic pathway exists between agents� they need to be able to

�nd one another� Heterogeneous platforms are the rule rather than the exception

in many factories� a shop��oor server running on a DEC machine may support

machine controllers from Fanuc� Rockwell Automation� and Modicon� and a number

of applications built on an industrially�hardened personal computer platform�

CORBA 	���� the Common Object Request Broker Architecture� de�nes a standard

mechanism by which objects written in di�erent languages and executing in a

distributed environment can make requests of� and respond to� one another�

After �nding one another� agents need to be able to exchange information and

express themselves about it� Chapter � discusses in detail two important standards

that support inter�agent communication� KIF 	���� the Knowledge Interchange

Format� and� KQML 	���� the Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language� KIF
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expresses the content of a proposition� while KQML expresses the agent�s attitude

toward the proposition�

Sometimes it is not enough for agents to talk to one another over the network� If

their interactions are intensive� they should share the same processor� A part agent

may need to move from one machine agent to another during its residency in the

shop� Java 	�
� enables agent behavior to travel from one processor to another� and

thus provides a way for agents themselves to travel over networks and execute on

diverse platforms�

These standards provide interoperability between di�erent computer systems�

Another category of standards enables people to communicate e�ectively with

agents� Industrial engineers have evolved their own conventions for specifying

and implementing systems� and they will accept agent technologies more readily

if an agent system supports these conventions� For example� Grafcet 	�� is an

international standard �IEC ���� for a graphical control language based on Petri

nets� Petri nets are a powerful mechanism for representing the internal logic of an

agent 	���� and Grafcet enjoys widespread industrial use as a representation for

control logic� making it a good candidate for implementing industrial agents�

Tools

A growing array of software tools is available for developers of agent�based systems�

Section ��� discusses several examples�

��� System Operation

Little speci�c case information is available at this time concerning the operation

of industrial agent�based systems� but the nature of agent technology suggests two

important issues that will make the di�erence between successful and unsuccessful

systems�

Agent Dynamics� One of the great bene�ts of agent�based systems is their ability

to generate complex system�level performance from relatively simple individual

agents� This system�level behavior often cannot be predicted analytically from the

descriptions of individual agents� but must be observed in simulation or real�life�

As a result� the detailed behavior of an implemented system may not be known

in advance� and individual agent behaviors may need to be modi�ed in real time

as the system runs� The tools to support the monitoring� analysis� and adjustment

of an agent�based system in operation are the same ones needed to design the

system in the �rst place� Thus one expects that the more successful development

tools discussed in the previous section will take on more and more features of

operational interfaces� such as simplicity for use by non�programmers� alarm and

emergency management� and data logging and archiving�

Humans and Agents� Agent�based systems require closer interaction between
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human and computer than do traditional systems� even as they enable automation

of many tasks that previously required human attention� The reason for this paradox

is that the autonomy of agents� one of their main strengths� moves them from a

position of an obedient slave to that of a cooperating partner� One can tolerate

bad manners on the part of a slave� but people who relinquish decision�making

ability to a silicon peer expect a certain level of etiquette on the part of their new

associates� The problem is more complex because people can learn to recognize

their own bad habits and modify their behavior accordingly� but at the present

state of technology� acceptable demeanor must be programmed into computer

agents� Successful operations requires systems that embody not only advanced

computational science but also sophisticated psychological understanding of how

people work together and what makes teams successful�

��
 Development Tools

Development tools are one of the most powerful ways to move a new technology

into widespread use� Object�oriented programmingwas possible before the advent of

speci�c object�oriented languages� but each team had to de�ne its own conventions

and rely on the expertise of individual developers to enforce them� Wide�spread

industrial acceptance came only with languages such as Smalltalk� C��� and

Objective C that package an agent model and enforce a set of best practices about

how to use it� The lack of commercially supported development environments has

been a major roadblock to wider agent deployment in industry 	����

Several products have recently emerged to address this need� Since one function

of a tool is to enforce best practice� it is not surprising that each of these tools

emphasizes its own view of what an agent is and what kind of resources agent

developers need� This section groups example tools under �ve such views� ordered

roughly from simplest to most complex� Unless otherwise noted� the tools described

in this section are commercially available and supported� Chapter � discusses several

tools that are more oriented toward research�

An Agent as a Single Reactive Process� IBM�s Agent Building Environment

	��� is an extensible C�� library for constructing rule�based forward chaining

agents� and is designed for applications such as monitoring a network informa�

tion source and informing a human when certain conditions are satis�ed� ABE

represents its facts and rules in KIF� The core reasoning engine can be attached

to procedures external to itself� These procedures� which can be written in C��

or Java� provide the means of sensing conditions in the environment� taking action

in the environment� and triggering inferencing activity in the underlying engine�

Attached procedures are packaged into �adapters�� and the ABE distribution in�

cludes a number of prede�ned examples� an alarm clock that can trigger time�based

events� a USENET News monitor� an HTTP monitor� an adapter that can observe

and manipulate �les� an Email sender� and an example of an adapter that fetches
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stock quotes from a WWW site� ABE is designed to support isolated intelligent

agents rather than multi�agent systems�

Agents as Capitalists�Dissipative mechanisms such as currency �ows are a pow�

erful way to coordinate a decentralized system� Agorics is a software development

company that applies market mechanisms to real�world problems� Agorics is de�

veloping Joule� a programming language for distributed concurrent asynchronous

systems� that supports market�based computing with the encapsulation of resources

and the management of access to them 	��� Joule raises the communication channel

between agents to �rst�class status as a �channel�� a unidirectional route with two

�ports�� Agents �called �servers� in Joule� place messages into a channel�s accep�

tor port and read them from a distributor port� These ports can be passed from

one agent to another� thus controlling access to the services provided by a given

server� The message objects themselves handle authentication and other security

concerns� Currently� Joule is not distributed externally� but is used within Agorics

on industrial projects for its clients�

Agents as Travelers� Some agents can migrate from one processor to another�

This capability permits agents that must conduct a high�bandwidth conversation to

move to a commonprocessor so that the network as a whole is not burdened with the

tra�c between them� It also permits local communities of agents to interact with one

another even when the processor on which they are located is disconnected from the

rest of the network� The earliest widely publicized tool for mobile agents is General

Magic�s proprietary Telescript language 	������� which models the world as places

�processors� and agents �processes�� Several �rms are implementing these concepts

in Java to avoid the need for a proprietary language interpreter on each processor

that an agent might wish to visit� IBM�s Aglets 	��� are Java objects that can

move from one host to another� The Java Aglet API �J�AAPI� de�nes the methods

necessary to create aglets� handle messages� and manage the course of the aglet�s life�

Danny Lange� the lead developer of Aglets� has joined General Magic� and is now

a member of the Odyssey team that is producing a Java version of Telescript 	����

ObjectSpace�s Voyager 	��� provides a Java�based Object Request Broker �ORB�

designed for mobile agents� ObjectSpace o�ers a detailed comparison of Aglets�

Odyssey� and Voyager 	���� All three tools are available free for noncommercial use�

and Voyager is freely available for commercial use as well�

Agents as Members of a Community� The next level of sophistication in

agent tools provides explicit support at the level of the community� with special

emphasis on communication mechanisms� As functionality is added to the Java�

based frameworks discussed in the previous section� they will come to look more

like these tools as well�

Gensym�s Agent Development Environment �ADE� 	�
� builds on its widely ac�

cepted G� object�oriented environment� a robust real�time platform for industrial

deployment of AI techniques� The ADE provides a prede�ned class hierarchy of

agents and agent parts� agent communications �middleware�� a graphical speci�ca�
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tion and programming language for agent behavior based on the Grafcet standard

for industrial�strength Petri nets� and a simulation tool for performing simulations

of �distributed� agent�based applications� ADE supports agents running on a dis�

tributed network of computers as well as on a single machine� Each agent has

a network�wide unique identi�er� and agents can be grouped into nested �environ�

ments�� each of which is also an agent� ADE itself provides a basic direct addressing

message service� to which users can add additional functionality �such as guaran�

teed delivery or subject�based addressing�� An agent uses messages not only to

communicate with other agents but also to queue up events for its own subsequent

activity�

In support of the AARIA project described in Section ������ Intelligent Automa�

tion� Inc�� the AARIA prime contractor� created the �rst version of Cybele� a NeXT�

based agent infrastructure 	���� Based on the requirements analyzed in 	
��� Cybele

supports agent creation and deployment over a network of varied platforms� a mes�

sage addressing scheme for agent communication that is independent of the loca�

tion of a sending or receiving agent� the accumulation of messages intended for a

currently busy recipient agent� the proper conversion of message data across plat�

forms� multicasting� broadcasting� and peer�to�peer messaging� and the migration

of agents across processors for performance optimization and or fault tolerance�

Building on the lessons learned in the initial implementation� Cybele is currently

being reimplemented in Java�

Metra�s UNITY Agent 	
�� is a Java�based agent environment that builds on

the three�level �tactical� operational� strategic� agent hierarchy of 	���� Agents

are grouped into communities� themselves agents� each with a Meta Agent that

monitors the identity and capabilities of agents in the community� The framework

supports communication via direct addressing� subject�based addressing� and black�

boards� The base agent class includes capabilities for modeling self and other agents�

performing situation assessment� managing local tasks� negotiating for resources�

and competitive bidding to resolve con�icts� Users con�gure a new agent by spec�

ifying the agent�s attributes� de�ning trigger events� writing actions to be taken

on a trigger event in Java� and binding trigger events and actions in rules� The

interface to the external world is CORBA�based and supports standard database

access� UNITY Agent is the environment underlying the Daewoo scheduling system

described in Section ������

Agents as Intelligent Processes�Much agent research grows out of the Arti�cial

Intelligence community� and assumes that individual agents aspire to some level of

intelligence� The tools described thus far do not provide any explicit support for

individually intelligent agents� and are appropriate for systems of relatively simply

agents whose interactions produce intelligent system�level behavior� The tools in

this section embody speci�c models of individual intelligence� and illustrate how a

well�crafted tool can make complex techniques accessible to a wide range of users�

dMARS 	���� a descendant of SRI�s Procedural Reasoning System� is an instan�
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tiation of the BDI model of agents� according to which agents should explicitly

model their Beliefs� Desires� and Intentions� Each dMARS agent includes a Belief

Database of current beliefs about the world� a Goal Database of objectives or de�

sires to be realized� a Plan Library of context�sensitive procedures that the agent

can use to achieve goals and react to situations� an Intention Structure of tasks

to be performed� and a Task Manager that repeatedly selects a Plan based on the

agent�s Beliefs and Goals� places it in the Intention Structure� and manages its ex�

ecution� Plans can be conditioned either on external conditions or on the state of

the agent�s internal databases� and so can support re�ective planning and dynamic

reprogramming of the agent�

D�Muse 	��� is a distributed version of an earlier commercial AI toolkit� MUSE�

Based on the PopTalk object language� MUSE o�ers a complete frame representa�

tion system with forward and backward chaining that supports real�time operation�

D�Muse provides a layered set of communication capabilities that enable the inter�

action of individual MUSE�based agents� Agents interact mainly through mirrored

objects� One agent �the publisher� creates a master object that is then made visible

to one or more subscriber agents by being copied as a slave object within the sub�

scriber� Whenever the publisher modi�es the master object� D�Muse synchronizes

the slaves� A subscriber cannot modify a slave object� but can attach demons or

relations to it� match rule patterns to it� or manipulate it in any other way that

would be possible within the native MUSE environment�

The Agent Building Shell �ABS� 	
� �� at the University of Toronto is a set

of object classes and supporting tools that implement a four�layer architecture

for coarse�grained agents� The knowledge management layer provides general�

purpose representation and inference mechanisms that agents can use to model

their knowledge and beliefs about the problem domain� the environment �including

other agents�� and themselves� The ontology layer uses the knowledge management

layer to construct the speci�c models that an agent maintains of its domain� its

environment� and itself� The cooperation and con�ict layer supports two services to

manage shared knowledge between agents� a subscription�based information service

that enables agents to be noti�ed automatically when information of interest to

them is posted� and mechanisms for managing an agent�s beliefs when it receives

contradictory information from other agents� The coordination and communication

layer is supported by the Coordination Language �COOL� and provides inter�

agent communication using a superset of KQML� de�nition of arbitrary inter�agent

protocols� and integration of legacy applications� While the Agent Building Shell

is not o�ered commercially� it embodies techniques of knowledge representation

and automated inferencing that have been deployed commercially in expert system

shells such as KnowledgeCraft and KEE� and shows how classical AI methods are

migrating into agent tools�
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��� Conclusions

This brief survey of industrial agent systems suggests two ways in which such

systems di�er from research systems� the systems must be practical� and the tools

used to develop them must be packaged�

Industrial systems are driven by the need to solve a practical problem� rather

than curiosity about the possibility of some technology� The criterion for success in

an industrial project is not how clever the technology is� or what one has learned

about that technology� but how well the system solves the problem that it addresses�

The entire life cycle of an industrial system is shaped by this unrelenting pressure

to make a di�erence to the �rm�s e�ectiveness� At �rst glance this focus on pro�t

and practical results strikes some researchers as con�ning and unimaginative� In

fact� the complexity of real�world problems o�ers intellectual challenges every bit

as stimulating as the more theoretical challenges of the research laboratory� and

the unforgiving nature of the business environment provides a much clearer sense

of success or failure than can be achieved in a more abstract domain�

The methods of designing� building� operating� and maintaining agent�based

systems must be packaged if they are ever to �nd wide�spread deployment in the

industrial world� The orientation to practical problems means that engineers in

industry must be �rst of all experts in the products they manufacture� the processes

they control� or the services they render� Agent technology is for them a means to an

end� a tool� The more the tool fades into the background and lets them concentrate

on the requirements of the problem at hand� the more likely they are to use it�

The PAAM �Practical Application of Intelligent Agents and Multi�Agent Tech�

nology� conferences 	��� are more oriented toward applications than other agent

conferences� and their proceedings are a good source of further readings� As with

other technologies� detailed application issues are more likely to be discussed in

venues associated with the application domain than in those dedicated to the un�

derlying technology� and as a result the best case studies will be scattered through�

out a wide range of conference proceedings and journals� Ultimately� application

expertise is best communicated by hands�on experience rather than by papers� and

readers eager to learn more about this area should establish joint projects with in�

dustrial partners around application problems of industrial scope and complexity�

where the objective is to improve the industrial partner�s operations rather than to

generate research reports�

The big open issue in applications of DAI is the instantiation of the techniques

that researchers develop in standards and development tools that make them

accessible to industrial users� The best techniques will not be widely used unless

they are embedded in commercially supported tools� Now that multiple products

are becoming available� market forces will join technical excellence in determining

the platforms on which industry will build in the future� Researchers who are alert
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to these market forces and who pay special attention to packaging and deployment

of their results will see their work have the most lasting impact on the �eld�

��� Exercises

�� �Level �� The deployed agent�based systems described in this chapter focus on

the design and operation phases of the life cycle� Why is this the case� Make

friends with some industrialists� identify the main challenges in each phase of

the life cycle of some process or product of interest to them� and see if you can

propose an application for agents in some of the neglected phases�

�� �Level 	� Formulate a project proposal to do an agent application in one

of these neglected phases� in partnership with your industrial acquaintance�

Obtain funding for the project and execute it�

�� �Level 
� Analyze a recent or upcoming research project in your laboratory

according to the life cycle pattern outlined in this chapter� To which steps

do you usually devote attention� Which ones are novel or unusual in your

environment� For each of these steps that is not part of your usual project

cycle� identify the di�erence between an industrial setting and your own that

makes it important to an industrial user�

�� Software packages that support an industrial team as they work their way

through the life cycle are called �work �ow� packages� and research concerning

them is centered in the discipline of computer�supported collaborative work�

�a� �Level �� Conduct a literature review on work�ow packages� Compare and

contrast the ways di�erent solutions decompose the problem�

�b� �Level 
� Design an agent�based work�ow program� Explain how your

decomposition into agents supports the industrial requirements outlined

in Section ����

�c� �Level �� Implement your program�

�d� �Level 	� Field�test your program with an industrial partner� If the test

is successful� start a company to market it�


� �Level �� Compare the agent architecture used in your work with that discussed

in Section ����� above� Which categories do you design explicitly� and which are

left implicit� Are there other categories� not discussed here� which industrial

agent designers should consider�

�� �Level 
� Itemize the development tools that you use in your projects� For each

tool that is developed in your own laboratory� answer the following questions�

What philosophy of agents does this tool impose on your work�

What functionality does it provide that is not yet available in the market�

What functionality of more widely available tools does it duplicate�
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How does the capability of this tool� and the availability �or lack of

availability� of commercial sources for this capability� impact the prospect

for transferring your discovers to industrial practice�

�� �Level 	� Implement your next project in a commercial development environ�

ment that meets as many of your requirements as possible� Explore ways to

package the additional functionality you require as extensions to this environ�

ment� Transfer these extensions to the vendor of the development environment

for them to make available in the next release of their product�
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